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Introduction

The perfect weekend for the amateur rouleur as you join 

Le Domestique Tours to tackle the finest cobbles that Paris 

Roubaix has to offer, together with the cobbled bergs of the 

Tour of Flanders. Two nights, two epic full day rides and 

a Koppenberg time trial, designed with advice from three 

times winner of Paris-Roubaix and the Tour of Flanders 

Johan Museeuw, together with the highest standard of 

guided and supported riding from the Le Domestique team.

Highlights 

• Transfers to and from the UK for you and your bike via 

the Eurotunnel in our fully customised Le Domestique 

Support vehicle with state of the art internal bike racking.

• Ride the final 95km of the Paris Roubaix pro race 

including the Arenberg and Carrefour amongst many 

others.

• Ride the best of the Tour of Flanders tackling the three 

key climbs of the modern pro race, the Koppenberg, 

Oude Kwaremont and Paterberg.

• Pro level guided and supported riding from our expert 

guides - one riding with the group, the other in the 

support van.

• Two nights 4* accommodation in the beautiful market 

town of Oudenaarde, the home of the Tour of Flanders.
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History of the Paris Roubaix

Paris-Roubaix is one of the most prestigious and oldest races on the
cycling calender. The course’s 52.8kms of cobblestones makes a race of
staggering difficulty with a win here, cementing the career of any racer. It
is often called the “Hell of the North” (l’enfer du Nord), a nickname given by
journalists following the 1919 edition, which plotted a course through this
war devastated region.

The 27 sectors of Cobbles in the 2017 edition dominated the race - with the
most feared sectors being the Arenberg Forest, Le Carrefour de l’Arbre and
Mons-en-Pevele! 

Tom Boonen holds the modern day record with 4 wins. The race had been 
dominated by European names with 10 of the past 12 editions having been 
won by 5 different European riders, with Greg Van Avermaet winning the 
fastest ever Paris Roubaix in 2017.
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Paris Roubaix - Friday
95km – 600m Elevation Gain

Our 95km route follows the race route of the 2017 Paris-Roubaix pro-race,
beginning in Wallers, shortly before the infamous Arenberg trench. Famous 
for being the first sector of cobbles crucial in deciding the outcome of the 
race, this is the perfect start point. Closed to traffic and rating a full 5*, the 
Arenberg gives riders the opportunity to really see what the pros put them-
selves through on race day over 2.4km of hell. 

With the Arenberg complete, our route then goes on to tackle the final 
17 sectors of cobbles, for a total of more than 30km of cobbles, giving a true 
taste of the Hell of the North experience.

Our epic ride finishes in the world famous Roubaix velodrome, where
riders can complete the hallowed one and a half laps, before crossing the
finishing line and stopping for a well earned beer.
★★★
Riding Difficulty – ★★★★★
The combination of cobbles, crosswinds and distance give the Queen of the
Classics its epic reputation. Riding this classic with the full guidance and
support of the Le Domestique Team ensure an incredible day.
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History of the Tour of Flanders

With the Ronde van Vlaanderen or Tour of Flanders as it is more common-
ly known, celebrating its 100th edition in 2016 (having only missed 3 editions 
since its inception in 1913 due toWorld War 1), now really is the time to sample 
this incredible race route first hand. 

64 of the 101 editions have been won by a Belgium rider, with the race and 
tactics required to win it, evolving over time. No rider has won more than 3 
editions, leading to many saying that to win this particular racer requires a 
huge amount of luck, above and beyond that of the other Spring Classics.

The route has changed over the years with the current race route now 
reincorporating the iconic Muur van Geraardsbergen. The Oude Kwaremont 
and Paterberg now feature as the final two climbs of the route, witnessing 
some of the biggest battles in professional cycling. 
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Tour of Flanders - Saturday
130km – 1800m Elevation Gain

With an incredible format designed by the LDT team with advice from Jo-
han Museeuw and our local guides, our in depth knowledge of every aspect 
of this incredible race, make this the defining Flanders experience.

We’ll tackle the the iconic climbs of the modern race route including the
Oude Kwademont, the Koppenberg and the race’s finale, the Paterberg which 
witnessed Sagan’s fateful attack in 2016. We’ll also be tackling the closed 
to traffic, “Eiffel Tower of Flanders”, the Muur van Geraardsbergen, a firm 
favourite from the race’s past reintroduced for 2017. A shorter route option is 
also available for those wanting to limit their distance.

“Looking back, you get a bit nostalgic, but from a competitive point of view, 
Flanders was one of the most horrible races to ride but one of the greatest races 
to win.” – Sean Kelly

Riding Difficulty – ★★★★★
The Combination of cobbles, pinch climbs, the weather and history will 
make this a truly memorable day out. A rare chance to have full pro team 
support,  while tackling this icon would make it one not to be missed.
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Itinerary

• Friday 16th to Sunday 18th March itinerary.

• Guests will be collected from our collection point at Ashford In-

ternational Rail Station allowing travel by car (ample secure car 

parking) or train, just off the M20 on the morning of the experience 

at 5.30am.

• We’ll transfer bikes, riders and bags in our fully equipped custom 

support vehicles to the Channel Tunnel for a 7.20am crossing. 

• 1hr 20 min drive to Wallers for the start of the ride, before getting 

underway and tackling our Paris Roubaix route with full support 

from our expert guide team.

• After finishing in the Velodrome we transfer the short drive to Oud-

enaarde and the 4* Hotel Leopold, our base for the weekend.

• On the Saturday morning we have breakfast at the hotel then com-

plete our Tour of Flanders ride, finishing at the Tour of Flanders 

Museum where riders can enjoy the exhibition and a celebratory 

Tour of Flanders inspired Belgian beer.

• On the Sunday, riders can opt to complete a morning ride taking in 

the Koppenberg again, followed by showers and lunch at the Tour 

of Flanders centre, before we depart for our Eurotunnel, returning 

to the UK in the early evening. 
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Included

• Travel to and from the UK via Eurotunnel for you, your luggage 

and bike in our custom internally racked Le Domestique Transfer 

van via Eurotunnel, ensuring your bike travels in complete safety.

• Two night’s bed and breakfast accommodation in Oudenaarde in 

the 4* Hotel Leopold, the home of the Tour of Flanders. 

• Oudenarrde’s market square has a number of bars and restaurants 

all within walking distance of our hotel, together with the Tour of 

Flanders museum and bar/restaurant, making Oudenaarde the 

perfect base.

• Two and a half days riding utilising routes designed by the Le Do-

mestique Tours team with advice from Johan Museeuw the three 

time winner of both the Tour of Flanders and Paris Roubaix, and 

our local guides. Our routes highlight the best of these races, to-

gether with offering plenty of unique history and bonus additions, 

whilst avoiding the pitfalls that the sportives and those unfamiliar 

with the area fall into. 

• Fully guided and supported riding from both an on the road guide 

rider and a second guide in the support van. Full support is crucial 

on these routes where the cobbles can throw up any number of 

issues that would bring a ride to an end unless support is available. 

• On the road baguette lunches on both full riding days. 
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Not Included

• Dinners.

• Alcohol.

• Souvenirs.

• Personal travel insurance.
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Price

• £449pp.

• 16 - 18 March 2018

• Email robert@ledomestiquetours.co.uk to book now.

“I have to compliment you on a brilliantly run trip. Flawless planning and 
delivery. Cracking stuff. Much appreciated and will sing your praises to 

anyone I can.”
Ed Neilson, Spring Classics Weekender, Nov 2016

“The trip was great, the team went out of their way to ensure we were all 
happy. Please pass on my gratitude.”

James Collins, Spring Classics Weekender, Nov 2016



FAQ

• What are the cobbles actually like? In short, they are like nothing 

else you have ridden on. The cobbles of Roubaix are everything 

and more that you have heard and read about, so require serious 

respect, but are at least on relatively flat ground. The cobbles of 

Flanders are a lot better in comparison, however they are laid on 

punishingly steep climbs, giving them their own unique challenge.

• Can I ride my best road bike on the cobbles? Absolutely, though 

if you are particularly precious about your best bike getting wet/

muddy/shaken around and have a winter, cross or second bike, 

you may want to ride that instead.

• Can I ride deep section/carbon wheels on the cobbles? Abso-

lutely, though the cobbles can nick or scratch exposed rims, so we 

generally advise against riding carbon rims if you are concerned 

about cosmetic damage.

• What size tyres should I ride? Even the pros now ride wide tyres, 

so we recommend that you go for the widest tyres you can com-

fortably fit on your bike (25mm or fatter). Beware that if the con-

ditions are muddy, you will need additional clearance to prevent 

your frame getting clogged up with mud, so don’t push your tyre 

clearance to the absolute limit.

• Do I need to double wrap my bars? No you don’t, but if done 

properly and combined with good gloves and good quality, thickly 

padded bibs, this can help.

• Any other advice? Our guides will give you a full briefing on how 

best to ride the cobbles during the experience, but you can make 

your time a lot more enjoyable by ensuring your bottle cages are 

nice and tight, your saddle bag is securely fastened to the bike and 

your bike has been recently serviced/is running perfectly..

• Remind me why I want to ride the cobbles? Because it is a truly 

unique and hugely rewarding experience that epitomises why we 

ride our bikes. Plus it will make your friends jealous on Strava!
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